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Overview of the Parliament of Romania 

 

 

 

 

 The Parliament of Romania is bicameral: 

 The Chamber of Deputies, (commonly referred to as: the Chamber), 

 The Senate. 

 

 The Parliament of Romania has a bicameral tradition since the foundation of the modern state in 

1859 and it was inspired mainly by the French model. 

 The post-WW II communist regime imposed a unicameral system in 1948, which was later 

reversed by the fall of that regime in December 1989.  

 With the new Constitution of Romania from 1991, bicameralism has been restored. The 

Constitution was revised by referendum in 2003, in order to introduce specific elements stemming from 

the Euro-Atlantic integration process (NATO and EU accession). 

  

 The Constitution of Romania, (title III, regarding the Parliament) does not stipulate distinct 

attributions (powers) for the two legislative chambers. Prior to the modification of the Constitution in 

2003, the two chambers had identical attributes. A text of a law had to be approved by both chambers.  

After 2003, a law still has to be approved by both chambers, but each chamber has designated 

matters it gets to deliberate before the other, in capacity of "deciding chamber". If the first chamber 

adopts a law proposal (relating to its competences), it is passed on to the other one, which can approve 

or reject it. If it makes amendments, the bill is sent back to the deciding chamber, the decision of which 

is final. In practice, the Senate is mainly in charge of national security, defence and foreign affairs 

matters. 

 In 2009, a new referendum was held in order to consult the population about turning the 

Parliament into a unicameral body. Although the referendum passed, its results are not binding, a 

referendum explicitly mentioning the modification of the Constitution being required to achieve this 

modification. The Parliament has remained bicameral. 
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The EU legislation scrutiny procedure at the Chamber of Deputies 
– brief insight - 

 

 

 As of April 2011, the European affairs are dealt with by the Committee on European Affairs 

(“CEA” or “EAC”/ European Affairs Committee) and by all the Chamber’s Committees, (reffered to as 

Standing or specialty/ sectoral Committees), in line with their fields of interest and specialized area of 

responsibilities. 

 Since 2011, the new proposed EU legislation started to be examined by the Chamber, based on a 

new and improved (standardised) procedure. At that time, the Chamber’s Division for the EU started to 

operate a comprehensive database of the EU legislation scrutiny procedure. Most scrutiny works have 

since been made publicly available on the Chamber’s website. Consequently, the procedure began to 

take effect on the relation with the Government of Romania. 

 There is a procedure governing the framework of cooperation between the Parliament of 

Romania or one of its chambers and the Government concerning the participation of Romania in the 

decision-making process within the European Union and also monitoring the harmonisation of national 

legislation with European legislation. 

 The legal basis for this procedure is provided by the following documents: 

1. Act on cooperation between the Parliament and the Government of Romania in the field of 

European Affairs (Law no. 373 of December 18th, 2013); 

2. The working procedure for the exercise of parliamentary scrutiny over the decision making 

mechanism at EU level, (Provisions of the Regulation of the Chamber of Deputies, amended 

in 2015, articles no. 160 to 185).  

 

 According to the above mentioned pieces of legislation, the Division for the EU, established in 

2009, provides the necessary expertise to all bodies of the Chamber involved in the process. 

Through its:  

 Office for parliamentary scrutiny in the field of European affairs, 

 Centre for EU data base and IPEX,  

 The Division for the EU provides all interested parties with professional expertise (i.e.: 

background notes, documentation, syntheses, analyses, and studies) in the field of European policies.  

 The main recipients intended are the designated Standing Committees and the European Affairs 

Committee of the Chamber, involved with either the scrutiny process of the EU acts taking place within 

the Chamber, or the domestic legislative procedure on the European directives to be implemented in the 

national legal framework, as well as the parliamentary delegations attending parliamentary events on EU 

matters.  

 All in all, the Division for the EU offers support and information to the MP’s (Romanian 

deputies) exercising their participatory rights in the parliamentary deliberations on EU matters. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=33
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?id=945&idl=2
http://www.cdep.ro/eu/examinare_pck2015.lista_examinare
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?id=945
http://www.cdep.ro/pdfs/tab_acte/Extras_RegCD_mai.pdf
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What the Chamber of Deputies usually examines during each cycle of the 
European Semester (ES)  

 

 

 

The AGS package, (Autumn package), usually published in the month November: 

- The AGS chapeau communication of the package; 

- The Alert Mechanism Report; 

- The (Draft) Joint Employment Report; 

- Except the Euro Area recommendation, as RO is not in the Euro Area. 

 

The Winter package from February/ early March: 

- The chapeau communication; 

- The SWD (country report) for Romania; 

- Special monitoring report for Romania, in the context of the MIP (The Macroeconomic 

Imbalances Procedure), if it is the case; 

- Special recommendations („warnings”) adressed to Romania, if there are any. (It has been the 

case for the past two years/ ES cycles). 

 

The Government’s programmes submitted in April: 

- National Reform Programme (NRP), 

- Convergence Programme (CP). 

These were never examined (scrutinised).  

The Government has submited them in due time to Parliament and its Standing Committees, but 

the Parliament did not examine them formally. 

 

The CSRs package from May: 

- The chapeau communication; 

- The specific CSRs for Romania; 

- Special recommendations („warnings”) adressed to Romania, if the case. (It has been the case 

over the two recent ES cycles). 

 

The conclusions on the ES cycle adopted by the Council of the EU: 

- Never examined formally by adoption of resolution (decision) of the Chamber. 

- The CEA (EAC) does discuss it, without adopting a formal opinion.  

- Possibly, scrutinised procedurally in 2019, due to RO Presidency at the Council of the EU. 
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Major EU economic governance and social matters packages scrutinised 
recently by the Chamber 

 
 

The main packages of documents of the European Semester (“ES”) have started to be scrutinized 

on a regular basis since 2013. 

Since 2011, the Chamber has examined approx. 80 specific documents in the field of the 

European Economic Area (EEA). The emphasis is on Government’s position and responsiveness to 

Commission’s proposals. 

 

 The recent EMU reform packages: 

- The 2015 Five President’ Report – not formally scrutinised, but featured on the agenda of 

working meetings of Specialty/ Standing Committees in September, 2015; 

- The 2015 EMU completion proposal, [COM (2015) 600]; 

- The December 2017 package on Deepening of the EMU – not examined formally, but analysed/ 

discussed by CEA and Committee on Budget and Financial affairs; 

 

 The 2017 reflection documents within the “Future of Europe” consultation. Most of them have 

been concerning the fundamental EU economic and social matters. 

 

 The fiscal reform packages: the BEPS, the CCTB, the VAT system reform, the cooperation 

between the national fiscal authorities in the EU, etc. 

 

 The Banking Union (BU) and the Capital Markets Union (CMU) extensive packages, especially 

since 2013 (in the case of the BU) and 2015 (the launching year of the CMU) and their 

subsequent related packages. 

 

 The Investment Plan for Europe (The Juncker Investment Plan), the EFSI and the role of 

National Promotional Banks (NPBs) and subsequent communications. 

 

 The 2017 proposals on The European Systemic Risk Board. 

 

 The post-2020 MFF package, which has become a current priority of scrutiny and debate, 

(meetings involving the Minister delegate for European Affairs and representatives of the 

Ministry of Public Finance). 

 

 The EU social rights pillar  

 

 Circular economy packages and labour mobility, (including the intensely debated Posted 

Workers Directive proposal from 2016), and their follow up communications. 

 

 The proposals to deepen the EU single market, the energy union and several environmental 

matters. 
 

 Various socio-economic related documents. 

http://www.cdep.ro/eu/examinare_pck2015.fisa_examinare?eid=415&idl=2
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Reasoned opinions issued with EEA relevance: 

 

2011 

 
 COM (2011) 121 – Proposal for a DIRECTIVE on a Common Consolidated 

Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB); 

 
 COM (2011) 453 - Proposal for a DIRECTIVE on the access to the activity of 

credit institutions and the prudential supervision of credit institutions and 
investment firms. 

  

2013 

 
 COM (2012) 788 - Proposal for a DIRECTIVE on the approximation of the laws, 

regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning the 

manufacture, presentation and sale of tobacco and related products (Text with 
EEA relevance); 

 
 COM (2013) 147 - Proposal for a REGULATION on measures to reduce the cost 

of deploying high-speed electronic communications networks (Text with EEA 
relevance). 

 

2016 

 
 COM (2016) 128 - Proposal for a DIRECTIVE amending Directive 96/71/EC of 

The European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 1996 concerning 
the posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services. 

 

2017 

 

 COM (2016) 861- Proposal for a REGULATION on the internal market for 
electricity. 

 
Documents scrutinized in 2018 with European Semester and EEA relevance: 

 

SWD (2018) 221 Country report for 2018 for Romania, (only analysed/ studied) ; 

COM (2018) 321 

 

Post-2020 MFF package; 
 

COM (2018) 109 

 
FinTech Action plan: For a more competitive and innovative European 
financial sector; 

 

COM (2018) 114 
Completing the Capital Markets Union by 2019 - time to accelerate 
delivery; 
 

COM (2018) 183 

 

A New Deal for Consumers package; 
 

COM (2018) 32 

 
The implementation of the circular economy package: options to 
address the interface between chemical, product and waste legislation; 

 

COM (2017) 797 
On transparent and predictable working conditions in the European 
Union; 

 

COM (2017) 678 

 

The EU Action Plan 2017-2019 Tackling the gender pay gap. 
 

http://www.cdep.ro/eu/examinare_pck2015.fisa_examinare?eid=3&idl=2
http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/scrutiny/COD20110203/rocam.do
http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/scrutiny/COD20120366/rocam.do
http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/scrutiny/COD20120366/rocam.do
http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/scrutiny/COD20160070/rocam.do
http://www.ipex.eu/IPEXL-WEB/scrutiny/COD20160379/rocam.do
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For each scrutinized document, both the CEA and the specialty/ sectoral Committees formally 

request Government ministries and agencies to submit a written note of position regarding the respective 

document. These notes fulfill both the mandatory subsidiarity check for EU legislative proposals and the 

general examination on the substance of the respective proposal. 

 

In the same regard, relevant Government representatives are invited ex-officio to attend all 

working meetings of the CEA in order to present their agency’s stance on the respective subject, as well 

as to attend conferences and debates organised by the CEA or the specialty Committees in the same 

regard. 

 
Committees involved in the scrutiny of the ES realted documents: 
 

 Committee on European Affairs (CEA) – main procedural Committee; 

 Committee for Budget, Finance, and, Banks; 

 Committee for Economic Policy, Reform, and Privatization; 

 Committee for Labour and Social Protection; 

 Committee for Industries and Services; 

 Committee for information technologies and communications; 

 Committee for Legal Matters, Discipline, and Immunities. 

 

For each scrutinized document, the final decision (resolution) of the Chamber is adopted in the 

plenary session and is based upon the opinion of CEA. It is then translated in both English and French 

languages (by specialized translators of the Chamber) and is forwarded to the European Commission 

and to the European Parliament, via the IPEX correspondents. 

The European Parliament fowards it to its relevant Committees.  

The European Commission responds formally to the issued decision (resolution) in a 

predetermined period of time. Its  response is addressed to the President of the Chamber and to the Chair 

of the Committee on European Affairs. 

The CEA Committee monitors the subsequent discussions regarding the scrutinized  document at 

the EU Council and the European Parliament. 

 

 According to the annual report for 2017 drafted by the European Parliament on “Relations 

between The European Parliament and National Parliaments”, (section 5.2. “Informal Political 

Dialogue”,  page no. 27)
1
, national Parliaments continued to make active use of this tool – the so-called 

“informal political dialogue” - by sending 199 contributions. In this context, the three most active 

chambers were the Romanian Chamber of Deputies with 30, the Czech Senate with 28 and the Italian 

Chamber of Deputies with 27contributions in 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/42e58dd9-e162-481b-8e29-
4759ca4ef437/Annual_Report_2017_Relations_with_national_Parliaments-web-EN.pdf.  
 

http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=33
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=2
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=1
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=7
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=3
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=19
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/parlam/structura2015.co?idl=2&idc=11
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/42e58dd9-e162-481b-8e29-4759ca4ef437/Annual_Report_2017_Relations_with_national_Parliaments-web-EN.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/42e58dd9-e162-481b-8e29-4759ca4ef437/Annual_Report_2017_Relations_with_national_Parliaments-web-EN.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/42e58dd9-e162-481b-8e29-4759ca4ef437/Annual_Report_2017_Relations_with_national_Parliaments-web-EN.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/42e58dd9-e162-481b-8e29-4759ca4ef437/Annual_Report_2017_Relations_with_national_Parliaments-web-EN.pdf
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Considerations on the Parliamentary Dimension of the European Semester 

 

 

 

Several academic and think-tank studies suggest that the public opinion in Europe generally 

supports enhanced preliminary consultations between the EU institutions and the national 

political institutions in the drafting process of national budgets. There seems to be high demand by 

European citizens for a larger involvement of national parliaments, if they have not obtained new 

prerogatives and if the implementation record is low: citizens in a laggard group are more in favor (72.3 

%) of preliminary consultations between EU institutions and national political institutions in the drafting 

process of national budgets than the frontrunner group (62.3 %). According to Kreilinger (2016)
2
, this is 

an indication that EU citizens call for more coordination and are ready to assume ownership.
 
 

 

Formal vs. informal involvement. National parliaments (NPs) have been more active than expected, 

given their formal prerogatives. Since 2013 more than three quarters of national parliaments in all 28 EU 

member states undertook scrutiny activities related to the European Semester. 

 

National parliamentary control can be enhanced further. NPs are fundamental democratic bodies for 

ensuring ownership and input legitimacy in these coordination mechanisms and in particular in the 

European Semester.  

 

National Parliaments should exert a more direct control over the activities of their national 

Governments in the context of the European Semester. Taking into account the relatively high popular 

demand for such reforms in particular by the laggard group, such reforms seem rather feasible from the 

political point of view. 

 

Cross-level scrutiny could also be strengthened. National Parliaments should more regularly convene 

the European Commission officials to engage in a direct exchange over recommendations from the EU 

level, in particular in the context of the assessment of draft budgetary plans and the Excessive Deficit 

Procedure, but also more broadly on the Country-Specific Recommendations. 

 

Joint inter-parliamentary scrutiny has not been exploited to its full potential. Cooperation between 

NPs and the European Parliament can help to reduce asymmetries and provide a platform for 

scrutinizing the national executives. Also, new joint national parliamentary initiatives could be 

envisaged, but a greater involvement of national parliaments should not come at the expense of the 

European Parliament, which could use its powers to hold “exchange of views” with national 

governments more often. 

 

Overall, the process of deepening the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) should involve an in-depth 

focus on a renewed and more integrated European Semester, as stated by the EU’s famous Five 

Presidents’ Report from mid-2015, and strengthen the role of NPs while fully recognizing the key role 

of the European Parliament in the coordination and surveillance mechanisms. 

                                                 
2 Kreilinger Valentin: National parliaments, surveillance mechanisms and ownership in the Euro Area, Jacques 
Delors Institute, Berlin, March 2016. 
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Enhanced budgetary control. A study published by the European Parliament in 2012
3
 measured the 

formal strength of the national parliaments in the domestic annual budget process on a scale from 0 to 6. 

It shows that parliamentary strength differs widely: Austria, Finland and Romania are considered to 

have the strongest parliaments (with a score of 5) in the budget process, while national parliaments in 

roughly twelve other Member States only achieve a score of 1. More recent studies may suggest an 

evolving dynamic in this matter. 

 

Looking at the recent Commission’s proposals for further deepening of the Economic and Monetary 

Union, especially in regards to the potential budgetary capacity for the Euro Area, the envisioned 

European Monetary Fund and the European Minister of Economy and Finance, it comes apparent 

that strengthened institutional anchoring will help to create new synergies, notably in terms of 

transparency, legal review and efficiency of the EU's financial resources. It can also contribute to further 

transparency and democratic accountability to the European Parliament and in full respect of the role of 

NPs. These new proposals must maintain the current practice of inter-parliamentary meetings and 

consultations held regularly and/or informally by the European Parliament, (such as: „The 

Interparliamentary Conference on Stability, Economic Coordination and Governance in the EU”). 

 

At national levels, emphasis should be placed on scrutiny of the executives, through informal 

consultations and public meetings. 

 

Not least, recent discussions at EU interparliamentary level, especially within the COSAC format, as 

well as through the ECPRD network, have generated new proposals in order to strenghten the role of 

NPs in the EU legislative procedure. 

 

The role of the European Parliament as the natural liaison between NPs and the EU institutions is 

fundamental. The expertise of the EP should be accessed by national houses more often. 

 

 
 Sources of documentation: 

 

 Hallerberg Mark, Marzinotto Benedicta, Wolff Guntram B.: An Assessment of the European Semester, 

European Parliament, 2012, (pag. 70). 

 

 Kreilinger Valentin: National parliaments, surveillance mechanisms and ownership in the Euro Area, 

Jacques Delors Institute, Berlin, March 2016. 

 

 Maatsch Aleksandra: Empowered or Disempowered? The Role of National Parliaments during the 

Reform of European Economic Governance, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Köln, 

December 2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Hallerberg et al.: An Assessment of the European Semester, European Parliament, 2012, (pag. 70). 
 

http://bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/imported/publications/PE_475_121_An_Assessment_of_the_European_Semester_UPDATE__PUBLISH_.pdf
http://institutdelors.eu/publications/national-parliaments-surveillance-mechanisms-and-ownership-in-the-euro-area/?lang=en
http://www.mpifg.de/pu/mpifg_dp/dp15-10.pdf
http://www.mpifg.de/pu/mpifg_dp/dp15-10.pdf
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Topics of interest of the Romanian Presidency of the EU Council in 2019 
 

 

The Parliament of Romania, the Government and the Presidential Administration have agreed formally 

upon four major political topics (pillars) of interest for our country’s Presidency of the Concil of the EU 

in 2019, as follows: 

 

 

I.  The Europe of Convergence: growth, competitiveness, connectivity 

 Sustainable development, convergence, employment and social rights; 

 Innovation and digitalization; 

 Connectivity and markets. 

 

II.  The Europe of Safety 

 Internal EU security: management of external borders, the functioning of the Schengen area, 

combating crime and terrorism; 

 Cyber-security; 

 The future of liberty, security and justice space (post-Stockholm). 

 

 III.  Europe, a Global Player 

 The Common Security and Defence Policy and the efficiency of EU’s external action; 

 The consistency of EU policy in its neighborhood; 

 Meeting EU’s international commitments. 

 

IV.  The Europe of Shared Values 

 Solidarity, cohesion and respect for human dignity; 

 Democracy, freedom and justice; 

 Tolerance, equal opportunities and non-discrimination.  

 
Source:  The official preparation and coordination website for the Romanian Presidency of the EU 

Council;   #RO2019EU:  www.romania2019.eu. 

 

The Prime Minister has explained in Parliament’s plenary session that, in the preparation and exercise of 

its Presidency of the EU Council, Romania shall maintain a constant dialogue with the European 

Parliament, the European Commission, Member States and social actors to ensure the necessary 

conditions to attain these ambitious goals.
4
 

 

 

                                                 
4 Excerpts from the speech by Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă at the Parliament of Romania plenary session on 
the state of preparedness and the topics of interest that will form the basis of the work programme of 

Romanian Presidency of the Council of the European Union, (Bucharest, June 20th, 2018):  
http://www.romania2019.eu/en/2018/06/20/speech-by-prime-minister-viorica-dancila-presentation-of-the-
topics-of-interest-that-will-form-the-basis-of-the-work-programme-of-the-romanian-presidency-of-the-
council-of-the-eu/.   
 

http://www.romania2019.eu/
http://www.romania2019.eu/en/2018/06/20/speech-by-prime-minister-viorica-dancila-presentation-of-the-topics-of-interest-that-will-form-the-basis-of-the-work-programme-of-the-romanian-presidency-of-the-council-of-the-eu/
http://www.romania2019.eu/en/2018/06/20/speech-by-prime-minister-viorica-dancila-presentation-of-the-topics-of-interest-that-will-form-the-basis-of-the-work-programme-of-the-romanian-presidency-of-the-council-of-the-eu/
http://www.romania2019.eu/en/2018/06/20/speech-by-prime-minister-viorica-dancila-presentation-of-the-topics-of-interest-that-will-form-the-basis-of-the-work-programme-of-the-romanian-presidency-of-the-council-of-the-eu/
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As regards the first pillar – ensuring a sustainable and fair development for all EU Member States – 

stimulating convergence within the EU is an objective which must further benefit of a special 

attention, being essential for both the increase in the life quality of European citizens and their getting 

closer to the European project. All steps taken at European and national level should be subsumed to the 

common overall objective of generating real convergence across the Union. 

 

There is broad consensus at EU level on the need to strengthen convergence between Member States 

and between regions, that would allow an increased efficiency of the European single market and 

would ensure a common EU response in terms of institutional policies and instruments, to the goal of 

strengthening the EU’s global competitiveness. Stimulating convergence at EU level would also imply 

creating the optimal premises for increasing European cohesion. 

 

The context created by Brexit and enhanced by the prospect of negotiations on the Future Financial 

Framework and by the proposals for further strengthening the Economic and Monetary Union is an 

extremely favorable one for advancing growth and convergence objectives. 

 

Particular attention will be extended to the external component of the Multiannual Financial 

Framework, to future external assistance financial instruments respectively, and to the identification of 

options to adapt the Council’s working methods. 

 

The dossiers under the ”Europe of Convergence” objective will allow Romania to promote an 

inclusive approach in advancing the EU-level discussions and to work towards fostering consensus on a 

number of sensitive dossiers for the Member States. 

 

The continuation of measures towards the completion of the Banking Union as well as the development 

of the Capital Markets Union will be an opportunity for Romania, as President of the EU Council, to 

help channel the attention towards deepening the European project, including from the angle of the 

Union’s effective and coordinated response to international developments. 

 

From the same perspective of the “Europe of Convergence”, the social dimension should represent a 

key component of any effort to boost the entire EU competitiveness and thus play an important role in 

all internal market related policies. 

 

Innovation has also a major potential to contribute to job creation, boosting the enterprises’ 

competitiveness on global markets, improving life quality and generating sustainable economic growth. 

From this perspective, Romania intends to back the efforts to strengthen the framework for innovation 

support and stimulation at European level. 

 

At the same time, advancing steps to complete a genuine Digital Single Market is a major priority 

which is fully justified by the need for economic, social and security developments. This should 

consider the necessity to significantly reduce the digital disparity between Member States, between 

different regions and categories of European citizens and between different industrial sectors. 

 

Attaining the objective of deepening the Internal Market, a goal that has been assumed and politically 

agreed at the level of the European Union, will be backed by Romania, a priority of the Romanian 
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Presidency of the EU Council seeking to ensure its full, correct and efficient functionality, including in 

terms of the four fundamental freedoms: of movement for goods, services, capital and people. 

 

At the same time, the effective functioning of the European Union and the achievement of economic, 

social and security objectives depend on maintaining the competitiveness of European industry and 

ensuring an adequate level of interconnection in the Internal Market, a priority justified by 

developments at European level, especially in the energy, transport and telecommunications sectors. 

 

From this perspective, one of Romania’s major priorities will be to develop and create, when missing, 

the functional links between East and West / North and South, to allow, on the one hand, non-

discriminatory access to the resources and benefits of EU membership, and, on the other hand, support 

in a sustainable manner, for the increased competitiveness of the European economy. 

 

Ensuring a good connection of the Central and South-Eastern European states with other European 

regions can be achieved also through greater visibility for macro-regional strategies, namely by 

relaunching the EU Strategy for the Danube Region.  

 

In terms of competitiveness, the development of the Internal Market also requires strengthening the 

industrial policy of the European Union. The European industry needs a long-term policy with an 

horizon at least until 2030, which would consider the diversity of the current industrial base in the EU 

and the impact of the evolution of digitization and artificial intelligence. 

 

The second pillar – The internal security of the European Union is one of the priority issues for 

Romania and will be at the center of our attention. Ensuring the security of the external borders is one of 

the most important guarantees for the efficient functioning of the area of freedom, security and justice, 

the implementation of the Schengen evaluation mechanism, of the EU-developed information systems 

and their interoperability will be particularly important points on our agenda. 

 

The objective is to increase the efficiency of programs carried out in the context of EU’s external 

action, in conjunction with the budgetary outlooks that can be used. 

 

Thematically, the Romanian presidency will pay a special attention to the extension of the benefits of 

the Free Trade Agreements already in force and the inter-connectivity with the most advanced states of 

the Eastern Partnership. 

 

A special emphasis will be placed on the consolidation of the concrete answers the European Union 

might offer to the European aspirations of the Republic of Moldova. 

 

In exercising the Presidency of the Council of the EU, Romania will seek the promotion of cohesion as 

a common EU value, underlining the importance of the foundations of European construction in 

rebuilding the citizens’ trust. 

 

Promoting the values enshrined in the Treaties, such as: cohesion, equality, freedom, democracy, 

human dignity, justice, solidarity, can help counter Eurosceptic, populist, nationalist, racist, xenophobic 

and anti-Semitic discourses and can provide a real support for the European project. 
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In this respect, Romania, as President of the EU Council, will firmly support the efforts towards the 

objective of a more democratic Union, in order to ensure the equal treatment that all Member States 

and all European citizens aspire to, to bring the decision-making process in Brussels closer to citizens 

and to render the EU functioning more efficient. 

 

In exercising its mandate, Romania will seek to ensure an effective presidency by assuming the role of 

an impartial mediator and a consensus facilitator in the fulfillment of the tasks related to the 

presidency of the Council and the advancement of the European agenda. 

 

Romania will act as an active and constructive partner, having as a premise a unitary, transparent, 

inclusive approach, favorable to further consolidation of the European project, supported by the 

Romanian authorities, citizens and overall society. 
 

 

* 
 

 

For the interparliamentary conferences related to the parliamentary dimension of the 2019 Presidency of 

the EU Council, the Standing Committees and the Committees on European Affairs (CEAs) of both 

chambers have submited their lists of specific topics of interest. At this time, these proposed topics are 

still subject to further adjustments. 
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ANNEX 1 

 
The EU legislation scrutiny procedure at the Chamber of Deputies 
 

 

The following paragraphs represent selections from the Act on cooperation between the Parliament and 

the Government of Romania in the field of European Affairs, (Law no. 373 at December 18, 2013). 

 

I. General provisions 

 

Parliament of Romania or one of the chambers shall adopt resolutions. These are known as decisions of 

the respective chamber and are published in the Official Journal of Romania. 

The resolution of the Parliament or of a chamber shall be taken into account by the Government when 

settling the national negotiating positions in the Council as provided in the mandate. 

When the resolutions of the two chambers comprise conflicting provisions, the Government shall ask the 

Parliament for a joint resolution on the provisions bearing a conflicting content, within a time-limit 

established in consultation with both chambers. 

When the joint resolution is not sent within the time-limit established, the Government shall not be 

under a duty to take into account the conflicting provisions in drawing up the general mandate. 

The Government shall substantiate in writing without delay upholding a different position than the one 

provided for in the resolution of Parliament. 

 

Terms and expressions frequently used in the EU affairs scrutiny field: 

 

a) reasoned opinion – document adopted by the Parliament or by one of its two Chambers, by 

resolution, which sets up reasons for noncompliance of a European legislative proposal with the 

principle of subsidiarity, according to provisions of the Protocol No 2 on application of the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality, annexed to the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the 

functioning of the European Union, respectively; 

b) analysis of draft non-legislative acts of the European Union – procedure by which the Parliament or 

one of its two Chambers analyse and assess draft non-legislative acts issued by the European Union, 

strategy papers included, and which may end with a resolution of Parliament or of one if its two 

Chambers; 

c) subsidiarity and proportionality control – procedure by which the Chamber of Deputies and the 

Senate assess the way draft legislative acts of the European Union comply with the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality according to the Protocol No 2 on application of the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality, annexed to the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the 

functioning of the European Union, respectively; 

http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?id=945
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d) parliamentary scrutiny – procedure by which the Parliament or one of its two Chambers scrutinize 

and assess draft legislative or non-legislative acts of the European Union from the substantive point of 

view of the regulation and from the point of view of their effects for the national legislative system; 

e) mandate – negotiation position of Romania for the issues on the Council’s agenda, including draft 

legislative acts of the European Union; 

f) general mandate – negotiation position of Romania, drafted by the Government, for issues on the 

Council’s agenda, including also draft legislative acts of the European Union, when the economic, 

social, and environmental effects of draft legislative acts of the European Union are of major 

significance or concern more than one field; 

g) draft legislative acts of the institutions of the European Union – proposals from the European 

Commission, initiatives from a group of Member States, initiatives from the European Parliament, 

requests from the Court of Justice of the European Union, recommendations from the European Central 

Bank and requests from the European Investment Bank for the adoption of a legislative act, that take 

form of regulations, directives or decisions of the European Union; 

h) Parliamentary scrutiny reserve – procedure under which the Government of Romania notifies the 

Council on the start of scrutiny procedure by the Parliament or by one of its two Chambers, according to 

this act, concerning a draft European legislative act under negotiation; 

i) draft non-legislative act – draft acts issued by European Union institutions, that are not adopted 

through a legislative procedure, according to the Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European 

Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community, signed at Lisbon, on 13 December 2007. 

 

II. Scrutiny of the annual work programme of the European Commission 
 

The Chamber of Deputies and the Senate shall scrutiny the annual work programme of the European 

Commission, and each of them shall drawn up a list of draft European acts that shall be subject to 

parliamentary scrutiny procedure during the relevant year. 

The two lists shall be notified to the Government in 5 working days after their adoption. 

 

III. Notification of the Parliament 

 

The Government shall forward without delay to the two chambers of Parliament the draft legislative acts 

of the European Union that are included on the Council agenda, along with accompanying documents. 

Upon request from one of the two chambers, the Government shall forward the draft legislative or non-

legislative acts of the European Union, along with their accompanying documents, according to the duty 

provided for in the Protocol No 1 on the role of national Parliaments in the European Union, annexed to 

the Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European 

Community, signed at Lisbon, on 13 December 2007. 

For every draft legislative act of European Union under negotiation in the European Union institutions, 

the Government shall deliver, within a time-limit of 10 working days from the date of the request, a 
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factsheet that shall comprise information provided for in specific, detailed, annexes, or within a time-

limit of 15 working days from the date of the request, as the case may be. 

For the draft non-legislative acts pending adoption by the European Union institutions, within a time-

limit of 15 working days from the request, the Government shall deliver general information to the two 

chambers. 

At the beginning of every rotating presidency of the Council, the Government shall deliver to the two 

national parliamentary chambers the following documents: 

 a) the programme and the priorities of the respective presidency; 

 b) the list of general mandates that shall be drawn up, for remarks and proposals. 

The Ministry for Foreign Affairs or the responsible Ministry in what concerns the respective field of 

competence, according to specific promulgated law, shall inform on behalf of the Government on a 

regular basis the two chambers of Parliament on the essential issues for Romania and for the European 

Union that are on the European agenda. 

The Government shall regularly deliver to the two national chambers the following documents: 

 a)  reports concerning the results of participation to the European Council; 

 b) regular reports concerning the activities carried out and the result of Romania’s 

 participation in the decision-making process of the European Union in the Council; 

 c) bi-annual reports on the fulfilling of the transposition duties of the European Union  law in 

the national legislation. 

The protection of the classified information subject to this act shall be provided according to national 

and European Union rules in the field. 

 

IV. The working procedure between the Chambers of Parliament and the Government 

 

Each chamber of the Parliament may decide to initiate the parliamentary scrutiny procedure for a draft 

act of the European Union that is subject to negotiation at the European Union institutions level. 

The Chamber of Deputies or the Senate, as the case may be, shall deliver to the Government a 

notification concerning the act subject to this procedure. 

Within a time-limit of 15 working days after receiving the notification, the Government, through the 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs or the responsible Ministry in what concerns the respective field of 

competence, according to law, shall deliver to the two national chambers the extended factsheet 

concerning the draft legislative act that shall include the elements provided for in specific procedures, 

(detailed in two annexes, which are highlighted at the end of this briefing). 

Following the parliamentary scrutiny, the Parliament or one of the chambers shall adopt resolutions 

(decisions) concerning draft acts pending adoption by the institutions of the European Union. 

The Parliament or one of the chambers shall end up the parliamentary scrutiny and shall forward the 

resolution to the Government 3 working days prior to the date provided for by the Government for 

settling the mandate that shall be put forward in the Council. 
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Under special circumstances, duly reasoned, the Government may request speeding up the adoption of 

the resolution concerning legislative acts subject to debates in the Council, the urgent nature being 

substantiated by the need to comply with the European calendar. 

When resolutions of the two legislative chambers are conflicting in nature, the Government shall apply 

specific provisions. 

The Government shall inform without delay the two chambers of Parliament on significant 

modifications of the general mandates or of the mandates concerning draft legislative acts subject to 

scrutiny, as the case may be, occurred during negotiation process, and also on significant amendments 

brought by other EU Member States or by the European institutions. 

 

V. The Parliamentary scrutiny reserve 

 

During the parliamentary scrutiny procedure of draft legislative acts of the European Union, the 

Government shall inform the Council on the initiation of that procedure, according to provisions of this 

act. 

The parliamentary scrutiny reserve shall be deemed as lifted at the time the resolution of the Parliament 

or of one of the two chambers shall be forwarded to the Government or upon expiry of the time-limit, as 

the case may be. 

 

VI. The control concerning the compliance with the principles of subsidiarity and 

proportionality 

 

The two chambers of Parliament shall ensure the assessment of the way the draft legislative acts of the 

European Union comply with the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, under the Protocol No 2 

on application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. 

The Government shall forward relevant factsheets to the two chambers of Parliament for draft legislative 

acts included on the priority list drawn up according to previously mentioned provisions within a time-

limit of 10 working days from the date the notification of the draft European act. 

The Parliament or one of the two Chambers shall adopt duly substantiated reasoned opinions by 

resolution, in case of non-compliance with the principle of subsidiarity of the draft legislative acts of the 

European Union. 

The reasoned opinion shall be forwarded to the President of the European Parliament, of the Council and 

of the European Commission respectively within a time-limit of 8 weeks from the date the draft was 

sent, according to specific provisions (annexed). 

The two chambers of Parliament shall adopt resolutions by which the conformity with the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality of the draft European legislative acts is established and that shall 

comprise substantive remarks. 
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Upon a finding following an internal examination that an European legislative act into force is in breach 

of the principle of subsidiarity, the Parliament or one of its two chambers may lodge an action for 

annulment of the said act before the Court of Justice. 

Having adopted the decision to lodge an action for annulment, the Parliament or one of the two 

chambers shall appoint an Agent responsible for representing the interests of the Romanian state in these 

proceedings. 

The correspondence with the Registry of the Court of Justice shall be performed by the Agent of the 

Government responsible with representation of Romania to the Court of Justice and to other institutions 

of the European Union. 

 

VII. Analysis of the draft non-legislative acts of the European Union institutions 

 

The Parliament or one of its two chambers may and shall analyse the draft non-legislative acts of the 

European Union institutions and shall inform the Government in this regard. 

Within 15 working days from the date of receiving the notification, the Government shall deliver to the 

two chambers of Parliament, a general information concerning the draft act subject to analysis, that shall 

comprise the elements requested by the chambers and also all the information deemed as relevant by the 

Government. 

The resolutions concerning strategy, programming or consultative documents of the European Union 

shall be of consultative nature for the Government. 

During the analysis process, upon the request from one of the two chambers, the Government 

representative appointed for the respective field of competence, according to law, shall appear at the 

sittings of the European Affairs Committees or of the Standing Committees of the two chambers of 

Parliament in order to inform on the document or on the preliminary position issues of the Government 

that are deemed as relevant for Romania. 

 

VIII. The parliamentary control over the representation of Romania at the European 

Council 

 

Within a time-limit of 10 working days prior to the meeting of European Council, the Government shall 

deliver to the Parliament the proposal for mandate which the delegation of Romania aims to put forward.  

Prior to the meeting of European Council, the Parliament may adopt proposals concerning the mandate 

of representation. The proposals adopted shall be taken into account in the mandate drafted by the 

Government. 

The President of Romania may address the Parliament in order to present his mandate. 
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IX. Persons appointed or named by the Government to hold offices in European Union 

institutions 

  

The Parliament of Romania shall be informed by the Government in connection with appointment of 

persons in order to hold offices in European Union institutions. 

The responsible standing committees of the Parliament shall hear the person appointed by the 

Government to hold the office of member of the European Commission.  

 

X. Monitoring the harmonisation of national legislation with European Union law 

 

The Government shall submit annually its legislative programme which shall comprise a section 

concerning draft legislation that shall transpose legal acts of the European Union. In case that during the 

year modifications concerning the need to transpose legislative acts of the European Union by act of 

Parliament shall occur, the Government shall inform the Parliament without delay. 

The legislative programme may include drafts of legislation needed to establish the legal framework for 

direct applicability of regulations and decisions of the European Union. 

The legislative programme may include draft legislation that amends, supplements, or repeals national 

normative acts needed to execute judgments rendered by the Courts of the European Union against 

Romania or in order to prevent rendering such judgments against Romania. 

The Government shall report quarterly on developments concerning transposition of legislative acts 

adopted at the European Union level in the domestic law, and shall refer also to delays registered. 

 

XI. Final provisions 

Three annexes, No. 1, 2 and 3, have been drafted as an integral part of this procedure.  

Annex no. 3 represents a schematic flow of this procedure and it is not a legally binding document. 

 

Annex No. 1 

Content of the factsheet for draft legislative acts of the European Union institutions 

 title of the draft, and other identifying elements; 

 brief description of the draft; 

 preliminary impact assessment on national legislation, national policies, economic, social, SMEs 

and environment situation; 

 financial/budgetary implications; 

 Ministry or institution of the central public administration responsible in the scope of the draft;  

 general analysis, of a preliminary nature, of the draft legislative act. 
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Annex No. 2 

Content of the extended factsheet 

 proposed objectives within the decision-making process and their justification; 

 initial position of the Government in what concerns the draft legislative act and preliminary 

proposals concerning elements of a mandate, respectively; 

 preparatory documents of the European Commission, as sent to the Council; 

 documents of the Council and of the bodies of the Council; 

 reports of the ministerial level meetings in the Council;  

 reports and communications from the consultative bodies by the European Commission; 

 any other data liable to explain the issues under debate. 

 

Annex No. 3 

Diagram on how cooperation between the Parliament and the Government in the field of 

European Affairs works 

- 


